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About This Game

AI War 2 is a grand strategy/RTS hybrid against an overwhelming, inhuman enemy who has conquered the galaxy. The enemy
has made only a single error: underestimating you. You must steal as much technology as you can, take enough territory to
fortify your bases and launch your attacks. But every conquest you make turns the attention of the AI ever more in your

direction... so choose your targets with care.

It's also "a sequel to [Arcen's] enormo-space RTS AI War, which we called 'one of this year's finest strategy games' back in
2009" (Tom Sykes, PC Gamer)

What's New?

We still have a lot we want to add, and even more we want to polish, but the current version of AI War 2 is already vast:

Many optional factions, each with their own goals and strategy, create a living galaxy.

Polished gameplay mechanics, representing everything learned from first game’s six expansions.

Redesigned UI, currently going through iterations.

Over 1700 lines of spoken dialogue from more than 25 actors, and more to come from the AI itself.
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1.5 hours of new music added to the 4.5 hour included score from the original game.

A ton of map types, and with a lot of sub-options to make them even more varied.

Crazy moddability, with many levers available in easily-accessible XML.

Multiplayer is temporarily disabled, but still being implemented.

Multithreading for modern performance, and a codebase that will not summon an elder god.
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Title: AI War 2
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Arcen Games, LLC
Publisher:
Arcen Games, LLC
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, or 10 64bit

Processor: Dual Core 64bit CPU (2.2+ GHz Dual Core CPU or better)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 510+, Radeon HD5900+, or Intel HD4000+

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Important: final specs may marginally differ, but this is our best guess for now.
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A great up and coming game made by dedicated developers. You loved AI War 1? This is a true sequel. Even newbie friendly
too!. Well, I had been holding up on giving this game a review because I was expecting the Custom Game lobby to be
completed. This game has one hell of an interesting take for an RTS game, with asymmetrical warfare against an AI opponent
being what separates it from others. This makes you approach the situations in every game in a vastly different manner than in a
traditional RTS, where players start on similar grounds. With you comparatively being the size of an ant against the AI, slowly
crawling your way to victory despite the odds being against you is an experience very few other games will give you.

Why was I waiting for the Custom Game lobby? Because of the high amount of customization you can give to every new game
you start, and which makes the whole asymmetrical element take on interesting quirks. Before the recent update, said lobby was
pretty barebones, and the devs acknowledged it whenever you created a new game with it. Now that it has been updated to be in
a proper state, I can say this game finally met the expectations I had and think it's a worthwhile game to give a chance to. Its
difference from other RTSs makes for a slightly steep learning curve, but one that's overall satisfying to go through.
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